Appendix II

Publications for the 2004 Calendar Year (Jan. 1st to Dec. 31st, 2004)

Full-Time Faculty

Carnaghan-Sherrard, Kathryn

- See Gottlieb, Laurie – McGill Model of Nursing.

Frasure-Smith, Nancy

- See also Purden, Margaret – American Psychosomatic Society.
- See also Purden, Margaret – Canadian Journal of Cardiovascular Nursing.

French, Susan E.

Gagnon, Anita

- See also **Cohen, Robin** – *Palliative and Supportive Care*.

Gottlieb, Laurie


Johnston, C. Celeste

- See also **Rennick, Janet** – *Pediatric Critical Care Medicine*

Lavoie-Tremblay, Mélanie


Loiselle, Carmen

Purden, Margaret


Adjunct Faculty/Associate Members

Amsel, Rhonda


Cohen, Robin


Gray-Donald, Katherine

- Will be reported under School of Dietetics and Human Nutrition

Part Time Clinical Faculty

Eades, Margaret


**Edgar, Linda**

- See also **Cohen, Robin** – Palliative and Supportive Care.
- See also **LaRouche, Sandie** – Oncology Exchange.

**Laizner, Andrea**

- See **Cohen, Robin** – Palliative and Supportive Care

**LaRouche, Sandie**


**Nestel, Frederick**


**Oliver, Catherine**

- See **Eades, Margaret** – *Canadian Oncology Nursing Journal: Revue canadienne de soins infirmiers en oncology.*
Rennick, Janet


* = Student in PhD Program